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Abstract. This paper proposes the design of a Temporal Geographical Information System
(TGIS) for an integrated management of traffic systems. We introduce an integrated
geographical database model that supports collaboration between simulation models defined
at different abstraction levels, i.e., macroscopic and microscopic traffic simulations. The
approach relies on an analysis of traffic data components from static and dynamic point of
views. The database schema is based on an object-relationship model extended to the
representation of spatial data types and spatio-temporal processes. The resulting simulation
data model is specified using an object-oriented language that includes the description of
generalisation/specialisation, aggregation and spatial multi-representation abstractions.

1. Introduction
Currently one of the most important challenges for GIS is to generate a corporate
resource whose full potential will be achieved by making it accessible to a large set of
end-users. For instance a GIS managing both static urban data and dynamic traffic
information could provide an integrated geographical reference to the management of
traffic flows leading to the improvement of the quality of transport systems. However,
current GIS software and interfaces do not encompass the set of functions to make
this technology compatible with simulation models used for traffic control and for
traffic planning. The integration of GIS and simulated traffic systems is likely to be a
challenging and worthwhile objective for both user communities whose needs are not
satisfied by loosely connected set of existing solutions. In particular the current form
of integration of a GIS and simulation models still use loose coupling methods such as
passive file transfers and separate user interfaces. This poor level of integration is
often a result of the different model paradigms used within GIS and modelling
systems, and the fact that any integration solution implies a re-design and reimplementation of existing software.
This paper proposes the design and development of a TGIS for simulated traffic
systems that permits the manipulation of a common reference database. The project
aims to investigate and identify a database model that will favour an active
collaboration, in terms of data integration and tasks sharing, between simulation
models used in the context of traffic system and a TGIS. The projects main areas will
be centred on key features that are involved in the design of a traffic system such as
geographical data characteristics and behaviour. The paper is organised as follows.
Section 2 presents the basic concepts involved in the simulation of traffic systems and
Section 3 introduces the related database modelling issues. Section 4 develops the
principles of our traffic data model. Section 5 describes the resulting model with a
conceptual and graphical representation. An object-oriented description of the model
is proposed in Section 6. Finally Section 7 draws the conclusions.
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2. Simulation of traffic systems
The increasing pressure to make the best sustainable use of the capacity or urban
road networks has led to the development of sophisticated traffic management and
control strategies which take into account real-time measurements of traffic flows, the
interaction of various modes of transport and the priorities of private, public transport
and the emergency vehicles. The evaluation of the efficiency of these strategies relies
on the availability of the suitable simulated environments within which it is possible
to re-play the pseudo-random traffic occurrences for the purpose of a comparative
study. In theory, any phenomena that can be reduced to mathematical data and
equations can be simulated. In practice, however, simulation is a difficult task because
most natural phenomena are subject to an almost infinite of influences.
Particularly the simulation of traffic needs to reflect a lot of subjective decisions
made by drivers which concern their individual driving styles, route selection etc.;
about which there is usually little or no measured information. In this context it is
suggested that traffic simulations should always be considered at several levels of
abstraction from microscopic with well defined, deterministic vehicles to macroscopic
with probabilistic traffic descriptions. We define a traffic system as a real-world
environment that characterises the behaviour of vehicles within an urban network. A
simulated traffic system is a computing resource that allows the real-time prediction,
control and monitoring of urban traffic flows. Our represented system is currently
oriented toward the representation of a simulated traffic system. A simulator must
model each vehicle in the network as a separate entity (i.e. microscopic level) or a
traffic as an aggregated set of entities (i.e. macroscopic level).
The proposed TGIS provides a means of supporting a full spectrum of traffic
simulations which need to have a real-time access to various levels of aggregation of
traffic data and to execute concurrently to provide a realistic description of urban
traffic. The simulation model represented in our project integrates these
complementary abstraction levels: the macroscopic level with the Probabilistic
Adaptive Simulation Model (Peytchev 1996) and the microscopic level with the
HUTSIM micro-simulation system (Kosonen 1995). Both models integrate
probabilistic characteristics or dynamic navigation of car or traffic flows moving
through the urban region (e.g. the description of a car behaviour as probabilistic rather
than the deterministic route assignment to a car). Represented data include dynamic
features such as detected or estimated traffic flows, the management of events such as
traffic accidents and incidents and the analysis and estimation of distributed processes
in discrete locations (Kosonen 1995, Peytchev 1996).
Approaches to microscopic models involve the representation and/or optimisation
of complementatary data such as driver behaviour, vehicle characteristics and
performance, road components, lanes structure and geometry, and their relationships.
The simulation tries to minimise the amount of data required to give reasonably
accurate simulation results. The HUTSIM micro-simulation system provides a model
which is flexible and relatively detailled and potentially adapted to different traffic
system configurations (Kosonen 1995).
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Figure 1 - HUTSIM micro-simulation system

3. Database representation issues
Database integration issues include the development of general methods and
techniques facilitating the use of geographical data in the context of time-varying
information, and the integration of traffic data as a new component of GIS. The fact
that the next generation of information system will be based on cooperative
information systems is now widely accepted (Papazoglou 1992). Several proposals
have been defined for integrating GIS with real-world models. They are based on the
definition of external workflow, i.e., a sequence of programs (Alonso 1997), and on
the identification of an integrated database schema and translation functions (Abel
1997). However these proposals are generally oriented toward the representation of
environmental applications and are therefore not adapted to the specific dynamic
characteristics of traffic systems.
From a methodological point of view, a successful integration of a GIS with a
traffic system implies the definition of different - and successive - collaborative
pathways at the database, processing and interface levels. We propose a database
integration approach, in other words a semantic and logical data integration, that
identifies a set of minimal modelling features that constitute a set of pathways
between a GIS and a traffic system. A conceptual design of geographical and traffic
data is accomplished to support the development of an interoperable database that
includes a set of functional modelling primitives. Such a framework provides a step
toward the development of a software integration at both the processing and interface
levels. The additional temporal component of traffic systems may be considered and
integrated as an additional dimension to the GIS structure.
Temporal GIS (TGIS) has received an increasing amount of recognition over
recent years (Al Taha 1994). TGIS proposals benefit from advances in temporal
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database research. The temporal database approach provides facilities for storing past,
current and future data (Tansel et al. 1993, Snodgrass et al. 1995). Many conceptual
spatial data models have been defined in order to integrate the time dimension within
spatial data models (e.g. Tryfona 1995, Story 1995, Bédard 1996, De Oliveira 1997).
Nonetheless, these spatio-temporal models do not provide a complete support for the
database modelling of physical processes involved in the description and simulation
of real-world phenomena.
Building an efficient and consistent system to operate simultaneously on absolute
and relative views of space and time implies the integration of geographical, temporal
and thematic components (Peuquet 1994). This must be addressed at the event and
process levels to discover how changes happen and how entities are related into
spatio-temporal interaction networks (Claramunt and Thériault 1995, 1996). Processes
are of a particular interest in a representation and study of environmental and urban
applications. They allow the understanding of the dimensions of real-world systems.
Our modelling approach integrates the time component to current spatio-temporal
design methods as it allows the representation of real-world processes within the
database system. The method is based on an object-relationship method extended to
the modelling of dynamic geographical applications.
The spatial database method we use as a support for the description of the traffic
system is based on the MADS object-relationship model (Parent et al 1997). MADS is
developed from the Object Database Standard (Catell 1994) and aims at the same
objective as the OpenGIS specification proposed as a reference for geographical data
models (OGIS 1996). It can be adapted to any object-oriented or entity-relationship
spatio-temporal model. This object-relationship model identifies a set of principles for
the representation of entities and relationships. It has been extended to the
representation of spatio-temporal processes (Claramunt et al 1997).
MADS represents spatiality at different levels: object type, attribute and relationship
type. Spatial types are represented in schema diagrams by specific icons. Spatial
relationships may be defined among spatial objects to express integrity constraints on
their geometry’s or the application spatial semantics. Any object type or relationship
type can have spatial attributes whose domain is one of the abstract spatial types. Each
object is referenced by a unique and time-invariant system defined identifier. Defining
an object type as temporal implies that the database will represent all the different
object instances/values, associated with their corresponding valid times. Accordingly
and to give a high flexibility to the database design task, processes are either
described as object types, relationships type or as attributes. Processes share a set of
non-temporal and temporal attributes. The model supports both object and attribute
versioning allowing a flexible representation of temporal properties (respectively
grouped and ungrouped temporal models according to Clifford 1995).
4. Traffic system model principles
In order to integrate traffic system components and complementary simulation
levels, our spatio-temporal model represents data in space and time at different
abstraction levels. For instance a road may be represented at both logical and
geometrical levels. A road can be described as an aggregation of interconnecting lines
and nodes from a logical view, but the same road can be considered to have a form
and a surface from a geometrical view.
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The database model integrates the following dimensions:
1. the description level, i.e., objects and properties described as object
attributes;
2. the geographical level
representations in space;

that

includes

logical

and

geographical

3. the temporal level (objects life, object property changes, processes).
From a database point of view, the traffic system domain is composed by static and
dynamic characteristics. Static components are data objects such as street layouts and
topological features such as roads. These features are considered as static within a
traffic system that examines short time scales in object transformations. Dynamic
components (measured or simulated) are objects that change on a relatively short time
scale from an application point of view (e.g. cars, traffic queues, traffic signals). Our
objective is to identify significant properties about the dynamic traffic mechanisms, to
explicitly record relationships among entities involved in traffic processes, and to
model causal relationships when they are identified from an application point of view.
We consider different abstraction levels in both space and time in order to integrate
different levels of spatial and temporal details. At each abstraction level, computing
models generate a set of database primitives from measured and simulated
measurements (Figure 2).

Figure 2 - TGIS traffic model principles
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The modelling primitives used within the TGIS model are as follows:
•

Entities. An entity represents a real or interpreted concept (e.g. a network, a
vehicle). Aggregated and simulated entities may be defined at the
microscopic (e.g. a car) or macroscopic simulation levels (e.g. a traffic).

•

Processes. A process is an action which modifies entities, the action is the
interest (e.g. a vehicle displacement, a traffic generation).

•

Relationships. They include thematic, spatial and temporal relationships.
Spatial relationships may be defined among spatial objects to express
integrity constraints on their geometry or the application spatial semantics
(e.g. a signal unit is connected to a lane). Temporal relationships represent
precedence properties between different entities (e.g. an accident precedes a
traffic congestion). Causal relationships are particularly relevant in the case
of traffic systems (e.g. a road accident causes a network perturbation)

•

Facts and properties. They enable observation changes and allow the
description of processes, entities and relationships

These primitives are represented as objects, attributes or relationships within the
database model, they provide a modelling support for the analysis of the traffic system
behaviour. They have a given truth-value under a temporal period or instant. Time
representations vary from small to large temporal granularities (e.g. second for a
vehicle displacement, week for a roadwork) with immediate consequences on
historical database strategies. The TGIS is used both as an agenda (e.g. measured realtime flows) and as a predictor (e.g. estimated traffic flows).
5. Traffic system model
The database design is based on a complementary analysis of the HUTSIM
microscopic traffic simulation system (Kosonen 1995) and of the Probabilistic
ADaptive SImulation Model PADSIM (Argile 1996, Peytchev 1996). Data properties
are analysed at the microscopic (e.g. representation and simulation of vehicle
displacements) and macroscopic abstraction levels (e.g. representation of aggregated
traffic displacements). For clarity purpose the database schema of the simulated traffic
system is presented throughout three overlapping sub-schemas which describe
geographical data, traffic data and simulated data, respectively. It is presented by a
graphical language which models application objects, relationships and processes.
This visual presentation is based on the MADS object-relationship model which
describes the schema components and properties by specific icons and graphic
symbols (Parent et al 1997, Claramunt et al 1997). We will hereinafter present the
main elements of this model.
The geographical data sub-schema describes the location reference of the network
system (Figure 3). It does not include temporal properties as the network and its
components, supports of the traffic system, are considered as a static system for the
temporal life of the application. From the higher abstraction level the geographical
data model describes the application Network which is an aggregation of roads. A
Road is defined by an aggregation of Nodes and Road Segments. A Road Segment is
decomposed into Lanes which are represented by a single directional line spatial data
type. The Road Segment includes two spatial data types, line and geocomposite, that
represent the logical and geometrical views, respectively. The geocomposite spatial
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data type is derived from the Lane spatial data type. A Lane acts as key location
reference for the management of traffic data and the application of traffic simulations.

Figure 3 - Geographical database schema

The traffic sub-schema represents data directly used and/or generated by the
simulation traffic system (Figure 4). It includes geographical and temporal objects as
well as spatio-temporal processes that characterise object changes in space and time.
The Lane object is specialised in Incoming Lane and Outgoing Lane objects to model
the locations where Vehicle and Traffic instances are generated and removed,
respectively, within the traffic simulated system. The relationship between the
microscopic and macroscopic simulation levels is represented by an aggregation
relationship that aggregates Vehicles into a Traffic object. Spatio-temporal processes
include Displacement and Stability processes that are represented as attributes of both
Vehicle and Traffic objects. The location of Vehicle and Traffic objects within the
network is monitored by a Detector object. Signal Unit status are determined by the
Controller Unit.

Figure 4 - Traffic database schema
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Finally the simulation sub-schema includes the computing objects that generate
vehicle and traffic objects at the microscopic and macroscopic simulation levels,
respectively. Vehicles, represesented as objects, are specialised in Virtual Vehicle and
Real Vehicle objects in order to represent the fact that vehicle instances can be
generated by the simulation system or physically detected, respectively. The Traffic
object includes two spatial data types, set of points and geocomposite, that represent
the macroscopic and microscopic simulation levels, respectively. The geocomposite
spatial data type is derived from the Vehicle spatial data type. The global database
schema is presented in Figure 5.

Figure 5 - Global database schema

The global database schema provides a graphical view of the simulated traffic
system database. Such a medium provides an efficient communication means between
database designers and simulation experts. In fact the final schema is the result of an
interactive design process that has implied discussions, exchanges and at least a
common understanding of the application semantic. Specialised database concepts
such as object-oriented logical schemas or computing program used within the traffic
system are not so appropriate as their understanding is restricted to experts of the
application domain.
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6. Object-oriented specifications
The conceptual database model is translated toward an object-oriented
representation. We hereafter present the textual descriptions that illustrate the main
concepts used. Temporal granularities are represented at the object, attribute,
geometrical, and spatio-temporal levels. For example the object Vehicle has a
temporal granularity of a Day (Figure 6). The geometry of the Vehicle object is
recorded with a temporal granularity of a Second. The activity of Vehicle objects
within the network system is described by the Displacement process, the absence of
movement by the Stability “process”. Both processes are specified by an Interval
temporal type. The successive locations of a vehicle are recorded with a temporal
granularity of a second (Detected By). Vehicles are removed by a Sink object.
OBJECT VEHICLE
TEMPORAL DAY
GEOMETRY:
STP:
ATTRIBUTES:

POINT TEMPORAL SECOND,
(DISPLACEMENT INTERVAL TEMPORAL SECOND,
STABILITY INTERVAL TEMPORAL SECOND)
(DETECTED_BY:
DETECTOR TEMPORAL SECOND,
REMOVED_BY:
SINK TEMPORAL SECOND)

END VEHICLE

Figure 6 - Vehicle example

The generalisation abstraction allows the inheritance of temporal, descriptive and
geometrical attributes, as well as spatio-temporal processes from the generalised
object to the specialised objects. For example Virtual Vehicle and Real Vehicle objects
both inherit the Vehicle properties (Figure 7). A Virtual Vehicle removed time is equal
to its disappearance time while the disappearance of a Real Vehicle within the
simulated system does not imply his “real” disappearance. Thus the system time of a
Real Vehicle, i.e., the life-time of a Real Vehicle within the network, is recorded by a
time interval (System Time). A temporal attribute records the generation location and
time of a Virtual Vehicle (Generated By). Displacement and Stability temporal values
will be derived from locations detected within the network for Real Vehicles whereas
they will be directly defined by the simulation system for Virtual Vehicles.
OBJECT REAL_VEHICLE INHERIT VEHICLE
SYSTEM_TIME INTERVAL SECOND,
ATTRIBUTES:
( VEHICLE_TYPE:
STRING)
END REAL_VEHICLE
OBJECT VIRTUAL_VEHICLE INHERIT VEHICLE
ATTRIBUTES:
( GENERATED_BY MICRO_GENERATOR SECOND)
END VIRTUAL_VEHICLE

Figure 7 - Real versus Virtual Vehicle

Aggregation relationships are represented by bi-directional links. The following
example presents the Lane to Road Segment aggregation and its representation using
the textual description (Figure 8). The Road Segment specification includes two
geometrical attributes that describe the logical geometry defined by a line type
(Global Geometry), and an aggregated geometry derived from the Lane objects (Local
Geometry), respectively.
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OBJECT ROAD_SEGMENT
GLOBAL_GEOMETRY:
LINE,
LOCAL_GEOMETRY:
GEOCOMPOSITE */ Derived from the Lane geometry,
ATTRIBUTES:
( FROM_NODE:
NODE,
TO_NODE:
NODE,
TYPE :
STRING,
SPEED_LIMIT:
INTEGER,
COMPOSED_BY:
SET(LANE) )
END ROAD_SEGMENT
OBJECT LANE
GEOMETRY:
ATTRIBUTES:

DIRECTIONAL LINE,
( LANE_TYPE:
MEMBER_OF:

STRING,
ROAD_SEGMENT)

END LANE

Figure 8 - Road Segment - Lane

The specification of the Traffic object illustrates the inheritance mechanism. Real
Traffic and Virtual Traffic objects inherit their properties from the generalised Traffic
object. The aggregation concept is represented whereby a Real Traffic is composed by
a set of Real Vehicles and as a Virtual Traffic is composed by a set of Real Vehicles
and Virtual Vehicles. A Virtual Traffic is generated by a Macro Generator whereas
the existence of a Real Traffic is directly detected within the network system. The
Traffic dynamism is represented by Displacement and Stability spatio-temporal
processes (as for the Vehicle representation). The Traffic location within the network
is temporally detected at a Lane location by a Detector object. A Traffic is removed
from the simulation system by a Sink object which is located at an Outgoing Lane
location. The Traffic object integrates two geometrical representations. These
geometrical representations describe the logical level by a geometry defined as a set
of points (Macro Geometry), and the local level by a geometry derived from those of
the set of Vehicles involved in the aggregation link (Micro Geometry). As for Real
Vehicle, the system time, i.e., the life-time of a Real Traffic within the network is
recorded by a temporal interval (System Time). Similarly a temporal attribute records
the generation location and time of a Virtual Traffic (Generated By).
OBJECT TRAFFIC
TEMPORAL SECOND
MACRO_GEOMETRY:
POINT,
MICRO_GEOMETRY:
SET OF POINTS */Derived from its set of vehicles,
STP:
(DISPLACEMENT INTERVAL TEMPORAL SECOND,
STABILITY INTERVAL TEMPORAL SECOND)
ATTRIBUTES:
( FLOW_RATE:
INTEGER
COMPOSED_BY:
SET(VEHICLE)
DETECTED_BY DETECTOR TEMPORAL SECOND,
REMOVED_BY SINK TEMPORAL SECOND )
END TRAFFIC
OBJECT REAL_TRAFFIC INHERIT TRAFFIC
SYSTEM_TIME INTERVAL SECOND
END REAL_TRAFFIC
OBJECT VIRTUAL_TRAFFIC INHERIT TRAFFIC
ATTRIBUTES:
(GENERATED_BY MACRO_GENERATOR SECOND)
END VIRTUAL_TRAFFIC

Figure 9 - Traffic versus Real Traffic and Virtual Traffic

7. Conclusion
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This modelling approach permits the representation of database features involved
in the design of a TGIS model for simulated traffic systems. The integrated model
identifies a set of complementary modelling primitives (entities, spatio-temporal
processes, relationships and properties) that together represent a database modelling
reference. The resulting model integrates the geographical, temporal and simulated
dimensions within an homogeneous database representation. The specific knowledge
of the traffic system is represented by database design patterns such as the inheritance,
aggregation and multi-representation concepts. Temporal properties are represented at
both the life and motion levels and by an integration of spatio-temporal processes at
the attribute and relationship levels. The model integrates both real objects detected
within the network and virtual objects derived by the simulation model.
The database modelling approach provides a useful support for the identification of
a traffic system behaviour at both the macro- and micro-simulation levels. It provides
a graphical support for a collaborative integration of database designer and simulation
engineer views as each domain own its proper set of concepts and semantic terms. A
prototype implementation is under development. In order to realise a rapid prototype
the object-oriented model is currently translated toward a geo-relational GIS in a
Windows environment. Further issues concern the development of data processing
mechanisms with the HUTSIM simulation system and the development of an
integrated interface.
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